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"Greatest Battle Ever"
JULY 15 Pres Wm Green of AFL addressing NY conventio n promised "the great est
political battle ever waged by organized
labor in Amerlca" to de.feat every Repremajority-who
sentative and Senator-a
voted for the "monstrous" Taft-Hartley
bill.
This makes it unanimous: AFL, CIO, RR
Brotherhoods, etc, a total of 15,000,000
members, 30,000,000 voters or more who
with relatives and friends are a vast majority of the American people.
It was big news. The great NYTimes
buried it on p 13.

Radio Beats Press
CREDIT Eric Sevareid of Columbia Broadcasting, and other 1·adio rep orte rs , who
July 15 w ithout editorial comment read a
tiny UP item but emphasized its importance . The Kiwanis Club of Ahoskie, N C,
raffled off a $3200 auto. When winner was
found to be a Negro, the club refused to
deliver, sent the sheriff to his house, gave
him back his dollar for his ticket.
As a result of radio using the item on
nationwide broadcasts, Kiwan is got a black
eye, and prom ised to get the winner another car. Most newspapel'S did not use the
story until the radio had made it a challenge to them.

Cigarets lor Children
ALTHOUGH there has been a 300% increase in smoking between the two world
wars (and a 300% increase in cancer; see
wide colwnn) the tobacco makers are trying to raise the percentage of U S smokers,
now 52% of adult population.
Only new mar kets possible are women
and children. Only 33% of women now
smoke. Makers hope to lower age level for
boys and girls.
weekly
advertising
Tide,
Reports
"Since most men are already
(5/23/47):
cigaret smokers, the male mru·ket is pretty
well saturated; competitors can only pit
brand again st brand, advertising technique
against advertising technique, in an e.ffort
to woo male cus tome rs away from their
rivals.
"Actually most clgaret experts think
there are only two directions in which the
marke t can expand substantially: toward
a younger age level and toward women.
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WENTY-FIVE million Americans heard Walter Winchell announce in his
bro adcast on the rugbt of July 13 that a Mrs Kvetan of Mont Clare, Penna,
had won the Damon Runyon Fund cancer slogan prize, a house and lot worth
$40,000.
The winning slogan: "Arrest Cancer. It's Wanted for Murder."
Winchell has been the leading spirit in raising the fund, which will reach
a million dollars or more.
As cancer deaths have increased, the nation has become aware that there
has not been enough research, enough medical scientific investigations to provide checks, if not a cure.
City, state and national government appropriations have been small. The
Winchell-sponsored fund has won the approval of the whole nation.

T

Tobacco Money
Pays Press

and Radio

Ill the same mon th in which Winchell told 25,000,000
that cancer fa a killer, the American Institute of
Homeopathy met in annual convention at Swampscott,

Mass, and heard, among other reports, one giving the
latest scientific findings which show-not for the first
the use of cigarets, cigars and pipe tobacco have a direct relation
time-that
to the increase of cancer.
Since 52 % of the American adult population of the nation now smokes
(Gallup poll 12/20/44) this would have been startling news to at least 52% of
the readers of the newspaper press, and to Winchell's 25 million.
Winchell is not sponsored by a tobacco company, but every one of the
radio networks owes a good share of its financial stability and its profits to the
makers of Luckies, Camels, Chesterfields, Old Golds, Philip Morris and
Raleighs, and apparently no radio station will permit the facts to become
known. Neither will the press.
There are, of course, a few exceptions in the newsCancer Cases
papers. Immed iately after the adjournment of the
Institu te of Homeopathy con vention, the Dayton Daily
Increase With
had its staff writer, Herbert A Shaw (who merits
News
Sale
Cigaret
a Pulitzer prize for this and other work) interview
Dr J D Varney, one of the physicians reading papers on the relation of the
use of tobacco to cancer and heart diseases. Shaw's article appeared July 11,
and the following are the most noteworthy paragraphs:
"If Dr J D Varney ... had his way, the nation's cigaret manufacturers
would have to close up shop. . . .
" 'I found [the doctor said] that since the advent of cigaret smoking and
the practice of inhaling , the two afflictions noted above (certain types of cancer and heart trouble) have increased about 1000%. There's no doubt in my
mind that the cigaret is to blame.'
"Dr Varney pointed to a report carried in the July 1944 issue of the
American Medical Assn Journal regarding an experiment ....
"As to cancer of the lungs caused by nicotine, Dr Varney points to another
report, carried in r ecent issues of 'The Disease s of the Chest.' In this report a
New Orleans chest surgeon wrote that canc er of the lungs is one of the most
frequent and important p.rimary lesions, secondary to cancer of the stomach in
autopsy findings. He pointed out that rejecte d inhal ations of tobacco smoke
produce chronic irritation and the incidence of bronchial cancer directly
parallels the increase in cigaret sales.
"As ide from cancer and heart disease, Dr Varne y has anothe .r theory on
the harmful results of ciiaret smoking as it applies directly to prospective
mothers.
" 'I've noted that the newborn baby whose mother has been smoking during pregnancy is very fretful after birth. I believe this is directly due to the

(ConUnned from wtde oolnma, page 1)

fact that the baby is being broken of the cigaret habit. l don't know that the
nicotin e poison forced into the unborn baby's blood stream by a cigaret smoking mother is the direct cause of many still births, but it certainly does give
the baby a bad start in life.' "
The publication of such news items as the foregoing by
a commercial newspaper-which
takes tobacco advertising-is something rare in U S journalism. In 1945
IN FACT credited the Durham, N C Morning Herald
with publishing a frontpage news item headed "Cancer of Lung Increases With Sale of Cigarets." This item dealt with a report
read to the American Cancer Society by Dr Alton Ochsner of New Orleans.
The meeting was held at Duke University, an institution which owes its existence to the use of tobacco.
The NYTimes on Oct 3 1946 carried a large news item under this heading: "Scientists Discuss the Possibility o:l' Getting Cancer From Smoking." Dr
Wm Rienhofl: of Johns Hopkins, addressing a medical symposium at the U of
Buffalo, discussed the possibility of an increase in lung cancer among women
due to the fact that smok.lDg among women has been increasing for 20 years.
The Times must also be credited with publishing (12/23/44) an item
(2½ inches) saying the Northwestern Mutual Life Insurance Co believes the
shortage of cigarets in wartime may lengthen human lives. The firm reported
that "long-term studies of large groups of policyholders ... had shown 26 to
100% rises in death rates among heavy smokers in the 30 to 50 year age
brackets as compared with nonsmokers."
But, generally speaking, the U S press has suppressed at least 90% of the
news items in which tobacco, and especially the use of cigarets, have been
mentioned unfavorably. In the Aug 1946 issue of Reader's Scope, Leonard
E~el pointed out that although the death rate from cancer is increasing and
the use of cigarets is increasing, "the anti-cancer campaign makes no mention
of this fact: there is now scientific evidence which indicates that tobacco may
be a cause of widespread, terrible forms of cancer."

Campaign
Omits Tobacco
Cancer Facts

In addition to the suppression of news adversely affecting tobacco, the press also obliges its tobacco advertisers in other ways.
It is always possible to find one, or a dozen, doctors
who will accept a commission to write an article sayis harmless. It is even possib le to get certain medical schools
to issue reports which the cigaret manufacturers are glad to see reprinted in
the lay press. There are also news items and feature articles intended to
whitewash the matter. Here are a few samples:
New York Times. In its May 18 1947 Sunday magazine it carried a glowing tribute to tobacco by staff writer W B Hayward. Title: "Why We Smoke
-We Like It." Inserted in this article was a boxed item pretending to give the
other side of the story. It contained three quotations, one from Ben Johnson,
a poem by Philip Frenau, and a cockeyed piece written by Tobias Venner in
1620. Nothing of new medical research on cancer and heart diseases, of course.
The Timelil (10/28/43) also ran: "Body Dissipates Nicotine. Some Factor
Alters the Danger, Virginia Doctors Report." While the Times does not suppress all tobacco items-although
it suppresses most of the Federal Trade
Commission fraud orders against tobacco firms, and others-it frequently reminds the manufacturers it is in business for money by publishing items such
as the above.
Time. The color page ads in Time bring in $8000 each. Students of journalism could write theses on Standard Oil, American Tobacco, and other ads and
Time's report ing of the Standard "treason" charge by Senator (now President)
Truman, and medical reports on cigarets. Recently Time has been running
nwnerous pieces in favor of tobacco . Sample : "A Pleasant Smoke. A sac1·ed
creed of most doctors-that
smoking is bad for diseased hearts-was
disputed
by Dr Robt L Levy and a group of colleagues at Columbia's College of Physicians and Su rge ons. Dr. Levy 's g1·oup found that patients with various heart
diseases who smoked two cigarets in succession show no harmful effects ....
Dr Levy's conclusion: moderate smoking is all right for many heart patients.
... But patients with such diseases as congestive heart failure, active rheumatic heart disease and acute heart damage, should let tobacco alone."

US Press
Whitewashes
Tobacco
ini that tobacco

Newsweek. Under the heading "Smoke, Drink, and
Get Well'' this magazine (12/2/46) also was able to
find a doctor on the side of tobacco and alcohol. Newsweek reports: "Sipping a highball while smoking was
recommended for smokers suffering from heart disease
by a prominent heal th specialist last week. Dr Wm D Stroud, professor of
cardl9logy at the Graduate School of Medicine U of Penna, made the recommendation .... "
Glamour. This is one of the many publications whose chief function is to
publish ads for cosmetics, clothes, and other items for young women. The
tobacco industry, having almo st reached the saturation point of male smoking,

Find Doctors
To Approve
Cigarets

"The ftrst is somewhat limited because
there is an age level, of course, below
which cigaret marketing cannot go. The
fact remains, however, that the trend toward disk jockey shows, and such ad vertising as the American Tobacco Co just
started on the Inte r collegia te Network ,
indicates that the business believes at least
part of its potential is among the younger
people.''

Bookburning U S A
THE power which $50,000,000 worth of
annual advertising by an industry exerts
in the press extends all the way to the book
reviewing depts. Two examples:
The YMCA published
"Tobacco &
Health," sent it to the newspapers. IN FACT
asked YMCA Press for a report. James
Rietmulder replied only PM reviewed the
book. Months later Sales Ma.nager W H
Davies info1·med IN FACT that Scholastic,
The Churchman and some religious publications reviewed the book, but not one
commercial newspaper.
Dr J esse Mercer Gehman of Paterson NJ
published a most comprehensi ve study on
the subject
(572 pp), "Smoke Ove r
America." Dr Gehm an informed IN FACT:
"Some really big pubUcations received the
book, among them large newspapers, the
socalled free press . None reviewed it."

Old News; No Names
MAIN item in IN FACT'SJune 16 issue was
expose of hundreds of firms violating food
and drug laws. Biggest names in industry
were named. It was pointed out that at
least 99% of the U S press suppresses this
news.
Apparently stung by these disclosures,
Roy Howard's United Press July 5 ran
about 5 paragraphs of IN FACT'S big story,
repeating the charge that many Americans
are eating food de.filed by rats, mice and
insects. NYHerald
Tribune
frontpaged
news July 6.
But: not one name was used. Concerns
such as A&P Stores, Heinz, Borden,
Cudahy, Safeway, Swift, Kroger, etc are
advertisers. The press cont inues to suppress the real news.

Another Blockade
JULY 7 Senator Murray placed in the Congressional Record a demand for the enactment of the Natl Health Insurance Act of
1947. He gave these facts:
"1. On an average 2 persons out of every
3 need help to meet the cost of serious illness.
"2. About 97,000 ,000 people in the U S
need help to meet the cost.
"3. In the course of a year there are approximately 22,000,000 disabling illnesses ....
"5. The total hidden costs of sickness and
disability, wage loss to workers and costs
to business totaled in 1943 no less than 15
billions ....
"11. Only about 3,500,000 Americans
(2½ % ) were covered by comprehensive
medical care plans in 1945 .... "
A combination of reactionary doctors,
abetted by the manufacturers
of drugs,
and especially the patent medicine cabal,
is blocking every effort at medical relief
for the nation.

Signs of the Times
WHENEVER U S press is criticized, the
NYTimes is always used in rebuttal. In
fact, the Times, although larger, is no better than most papers. Because lt is influential it frequently does more damage,
especially to labor. "Times Wars on

Labor," is July 5 head in RR weekly
"Labor."
Dr W Russell Bowie of Union Theological , Seminary sends The Churchman a
copy of a letter he wrote the Times protesting statements in a letter from Cru•dinal
Spellman tbe Times published. The Times
misuses its letter columns as well as its
news columns, and advertising columns . In
all, it selects to suit its editorial policy.
Noted psychoanalyst A A Brill, translator of Freud, recently prepared an answer to statements by Msg1· Fulton J Sheen
which be declared were "false views" and
"foolishly untrue." The Times p1inted the
Msgr Sheen statements, refused to publish
a reply prepare d by the NY Psychoanalytic
Institute.
(The Herald Tribune
did).
Finally, on July 6 the Times noted the fact
that Brill accused it of suppressing the
statement, but it still Jlasn't printed the
reply to Msgr Sheen.
Meanwhile, in London, Times owner A H
Sulzberger gracio usly granted the press an
intet-view where he gave his views on
politics, Russia, the free p1·ess, etc. The
NYTlmes ran it In full.

Next to Reading Matter

TABULATION made by Scott Nearing,
editor of "Wodd Events," shows Time
magazine issue of 112 pages consisted of
22 with 1·eading matter only, 47 ads only,
43 mixed. Total 51 column s of reading, 75
of ads.
NYTimes, Sunday, showed front page
l'eading matter only, 7 pages ads only; also
97 co!L(mns of reading matter and 351
columns of ads . Continues Prof Nearing:
"Evidently the NYT slogan, 'All the news
that's fit to print,' should be amended to
read 'All the ads that can be squeezed between occasional col.muns of reading matter.'
"Are Tim e and the NYT exceptional?
Certainly
not. Dailies,
weeklies
and
monthlies are stuffed to the brim with
advertising. The chief job of these journals
is to prin t ads. The news with them is incidental and secon dary .. . .
"Business-for-pro-fit
has moved into
trade , conury.erce.... lt Is likewise entering
the professions. Wherever it has gone it
has venalized, degraded,
polluted and
prostituted. This :fate is now overtaking
USA journalism.''

Despite NAM Dope
RECENT annual meetin g of Calif-Arizona
Methodist Conterence adopted report stating: "Moral judgments by the church have
long been expressed against the un-Christi an motivat ion of industry by the lust for
p1·otlt." Report .was immediately redbaited
by Paul Elgin of Los Angeles, a substitute
was offered, but conference
majority
.adopted original.
This action was taken despite big propa-
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is out to get a majority of women. Glamour hired Dr
article (Jan '46) saying that smoking cigarets is · oneHenry C Link to write an
the most innocent of
all bad habits.

of

School Paper
Finds 300%

l'be Prog1·essive. Pi·otesting an article by T Swann
Harding entitled ''Fads, Facts and Frauds Abou
Cigarets," Joy Elmer Morgan, ed ito1·, Journal of
tb
National Education Assn, Wl'ote thi s weekly (1/28/4
Increase
6 ):
"The article . . . is itself something of a f1•aud. l t
is full of miss tatements . . .. Enclosed herewith is a
Smoking Causes Lung Cance1·,' which will appear statement entitled 'CJgaret
Feb. The facts in this statement show a 300% increas in the NEA Jow·nal for
e in lung cancer pai·allel ing almost perfectly a 300% increase in the use
of cigarets."
Tide . Leading magazine of advertising tra de publish
ed (11/1/46) reproduction of a big ad by the Atlantic Mutual Ins Co
showing a burning cigaret
and blaming cigarets for a vast number of fl.res and
Tide reader thought this ldnd of advertising "ill-adv the loss o:Cmany lives. A
ised," suggested i11cluding
a bottle ot whiskey in the ad "because inebriated
smokers are no doubt re sponsible for a proportion of the fires.''
Pathfinder. The venality, subservience or prostitution
of the pr ess (newspaper and magazine) is nothing new, but docum entary
evidence is quite scarce.
Here is an instance where a magazine threw
advertisement in order to retain the full page ads of out a small, perhaps $25,
the big cigaTet fl.rms. Th e
little man thrown out bad offered a cure for tobacco.
The advertising manage r
of. Pa th.finder wrote to his adv agency:
"We regret to advise that we are retmning the White
Cross Co order herewith. We have been forced to disco ntin ue accepta
1
advertisements because of pressure from our subscri nce of all 'tob acco cu1·e
bers and large advertisers .
By eliminating such types of advertising to which these
lieve we will enhance P athftnde.1·'s pow er as an adverti gt·oups object, we be :tor all other advertisers, including perhaps some of sing medium generally
your own ot her clients .''
(The Pathfinder at th at time was owned by Emil HUl·ja.
)
Fortune. The hei~t, 01· perhaps depth, of jou rnalisti
was reached by Luce's Fortune mag azine (9/35) whe11 c venality, however,
and Tobacco," two of its chief susta iners . It conclud2d it reported on "Alcoho1
total o:t our lmowledge of the 'evil' of smoldng does (page 98) that "the sum
not add up to much more
than a zero." This, of course, adds up to one of the great
falsehoods of our time .

NEW
EVIDENC
ON
ETOBACCO

HE firs t expose of the control of the press (and now
by the tobacco interests, resultin g in the suppression the control of radio)
generally of all sorts
of news items, from FTC fraud orders to important
findings announced at
medical conventions, was made by IN 1".ACTDec 14
1942.
Since then we have been flooded with everything
from clippings and
letters to scientific 1·eports on smoking. Here is a
short summary of the two
main items we first reported, and the new evidence:
I. Johns Hopkins . 'I'he document quoted in 1942
is ow· issue, but it can be fo und in Facts & F ascism is uow out of print and so
Pearl, Dept of Biology, found that man for man , age. {pp 284-6). br Raymond
for age, group to1·group,
etc,· the heavy smoker's chances of living a certain
numb er of years was less
than the non -smoker's . Moreover, it was his contentlon
that the use of tobacco
opened the body to the ·Inroads of disease, so that
the heavy user (two packs
a day is heavy; 10 cigarets a day is moderate) had
a worse time of it even in
his shorter life . Dr Pearl's conclusion:
"The net result is obvious. In tl;tis group of nearly
investigated at Johns Hopkins for the test] the smokin7000 men [observed and
ciated defin it ely with an impairment of life dur ati on g of tobacco was assoor this lmpail' ment increased as the habitual am ount and the amount or degree
of smoking increased.''
2. Grace Clinic, Brooklyn. Dr Edwin J Grace,
clinic, contributed to IN FAC T one of the first scienti head of this noted cancer
fic
of nicotine and tar in tobacco to the marked increas reports on the ~·elation
e in cancer . Dr Grace's
conclusions: "Cancer of the mouth, lips , tongue, larynx
and pbarynx is mor e
prevalent in smokers than in nonsmokers."
3. American Medical Assn. Its Journa l (7 /15/44)
published as its main
item "The Efl'ects ot Smoking Cigarets,'' written by
Dr Grace M Roth, Captain John B McDonald, Medical Corps, USA; and
Clinic, Rochester, Minn. Thi s is probably one of the Dr Charles Sheard, Mayo
flc reports on the subject. All te.sts were made with most authoritative sdentionly two cigarets, and it
was shown that they affected bodily temperature,
the bas al metabolic
electrocardiographic
tracing, increase of blood pressru·e. An absolutely rate,
reliable report such as thJs contrasts wiih buncombe
certain doctors have bee11
w1·!tlng In popular publications. Tbe item howev
er, was generally suppressed .
(NYTimes July 14 ran 6 inches, last page, last item.)
4. Dr Sheard. The AP reported (3/15/46) that Dt·
Sheard of the section
on physics, Mayo Clinic, had told a meeting of biolo
gists
the use of two cigarets causes a delay of 15 to 30 minute in Atlantic City that
s in seeing well in the
dark . The AP tacked on to this a report that 3 doctors
at the Medical College of

T

Va had found that rats subjected to tobacco smoke lived as long as "nonsmokers." This gave the Chi News a chance to headline "Nicotine Loses and
Wins."
Most papers didn't use the Mayo Item. VanDevanter used it on WORMutual . IN FACThas been informed by Dr Sheard that his experiments were
made with reference to night flying. T.hey also apply to driving. (An abstract
·
appears in "Federation Proceedings, " Feb '46.)
5. American Heart Assn. A member of the College of Physicians & Surgeons send s IN FACTa reprint of the April 1945 issue of the association's publication, "The Effect of Smoking Tobacco on the Cardiovascular System," written by DL·Roth of the Mayo Clinic. This article lists many of the authorities
of the 20th Century who have inves tigate d t he effects of tobacco on all forms
ot heart troubles.
6. Dr Martin Gumpel"t,Writb 1g in "Tomorrow," May issue, this authority
confesses that a year eatlie1·, al thou gh aware of "possibly ha rmful consequences," he smoked 2 packs a day. He stopped on July 17 1946 when he
suffered a heart attack. "For a physician it is not possible to mali:e excuses for
continuing to smoke after such an occurrence," be states. He also confesses
that most doctors' attitudes towards tobacco are based on the ir own smoking
habits, rather than science. (Thousands of doctors are advertised as endorsing
Camels.)
Finally, Dr Gumpert quotes the latest scientific data: "There undoubtedly
exists a close relationship between the smoking habit and disturbances of the
circulatory system, including the heart."

POSTSCRIPT
EDITORIAL
T DOESN'T matter what the subject is, you ca11not get the facts in the
American newsp ape r or magazine press.
And the fact.s concern you: your health (as the foregoing item on tobacco
well illustrates), or your secu ri ty (as our exposes of the landlo rds' lobby
showed), or youi- general welfare (as most of lN FAc-r's items for more than
7 years have pointed out).
There are good newspape1·s-ancl we name them. There are great men in
Congress-and we name them too. But, there are also agents of the NAM, the
electric light interests, the 8 big banks, and 800 lobbyists who in Congres s
work to make profits for the corporations, and to rob you.
We name them. Few publications do. No one has done as much as this
say this as a matter of measurable fact .
newsletter-we
The biggest issue of our time is the attempt of the few to rule AmN·ica.
FDR said so and fought the enemy. Republicans like Sen Aiken , Demo,rots
like Sen Murray, ai-e united on this. But even when they make it an issue in
Congress, the press suppresses the news. The magazines are no bette1-. The
radio is controlled by the same people.
For more than a year, in all my spare time, I .have been collecting important matel"ial for a book. Book publishing still maintains some freedom .
All this evidence is new ( except two or thre e documents for the appendix
which are from IN FACT). The book will startle you, and if you will help circulate it, it will startle America.
I hope to finish the book this week, and to give you the details on this
page, next week.
GS
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Speci ,al

Introductory

Offer

gam\.a ot church section of Natl Assn of
Manufactw·ers which tries to ensnare all
U S preachers in big business "free enterprise" plan. Head of NAM church propaganda branch is Jasper E Crane, DuPont
vice president.
Lo! Angeles Times, one ot the bitterest
anti-labor, reactionary papers 1n the nation, ran two hot editorials denouncing
churchmen. July 2 it backed up its view by
quoting a Dr Dan Gilbert. Gilbert was exposed by John Roy Carlson. He is an associate of Walter S Steele, who signed the
Hitler propaganda book imported by Nazi
agent Viereck. Gilbert, quoted by the Winrod-GLKSmi tb-native fascist groups, is
110w used as an authority by the LAT1mes
to attack leading Methodists.
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